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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let A be a commutative ring with 1, and X, variables with 1 < id m and 
1 <j< n. We denote by S= A[X] the polynomial ring with m .n variables 
X, over A, and by (X,) the (m x n)-matrix with entries Xii. For Z, the ideal 
of S generated by all p-minors of this matrix, Eagon and Hochster [4] 
proved that S/Z, has a free resolution over S of length (m-p + 1). 
(n -p + 1). Since S/Z, is a free A-module by Cauchy’s formula [2], we get 
a minimal free resolution of S/I, over an arbitrary commutative ring A if 
there exists a minimal free resolution of S/I, in the case where A is the ring 
of integers E. (“Minimal free resolution” means a resolution such that 
entries of its boundary maps do not have constant terms.) In the case 
where p = 1, p = min(m, n), or p = min(m, n) - 1, the Koszul complex, the 
Eagon-Northcott complex [3,5], or the Akin-Buchsbaum-Weyman 
complex [ 11, respectively, gives us such a free resolution. 
In [7], Lascoux explicitly constructed minimal free resolutions for all m, 
n, and p, when A contains the rational number field Q. He used the classi- 
cal representation theory of general linear groups. In fact, all underlying 
modules of Lascoux complexes give polynomial representations of general 
linear groups [S]. The essential point is that all polynomial representations 
of GL are completely reducible over A if A is a field of characteristic 0. 
Unfortunately over Z this is not true. Hence, a minimal free resolution of 
H[X]/ZP has not been obtained in general. Anyway it seems important to 
study characteristic free representation theory of GL. 
D. W. Sharpe conjectured that all relations on p-minors of (X,) are 
generated by some kind of relations of degree 1, and he proved this for 
p = 2 [9, lo]. By the Koszul complex, the Eagon-Northcott complex, and 
the Akin-Buchsbaum-Weyman complex, we see that this conjecture is 
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affirmed in the cases where p = 1, p=min(m, n) and p=min(m, n)- 1. 
Moreover if A contains 0, Lascoux complexes [7, 81 guarantee this 
conjecture. 
In this article, we prove that this conjecture is true in general. 
In Section 2, we review some basic facts in the characteristic free 
representation theory of GL (e.g., Schur functors and Cauchy’s formula). 
Notation is taken from [2]. In Section 3, we prove two lemmata. The first 
one explicitly gives us relations of degree 1 and their generators over A. By 
the second one, some kinds of relations (including Laplace expansions) are 
shown to be contained in the set of relations generated over S by degree 
1 relations. 
In Sections 4 and 5, we prove the Sharpe conjecture. Among other 
things, we emphasize that Cauchy’s formula plays an essential role in our 
proof. From this formula we can associate each relation on p-minors with 
a partition. Moreover, it should be noted that the theory of Schur functors 
enables us to “reduce” a given relation on p-minors related to a partition 
to relations of higher partitions under the lexicographic order. As a special 
case, we start to prove in Section 4 that all relations of degree at most p 
are generated over S by degree 1 relations. And using this, the general case 
is proved in Section 5. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
In this section, we review characteristic free representation theory of GL. 
For the proofs of propositions, we refer to Akin et al. [2]. Throughout this 
article, we denote by A a commutative ring with unit and all tensor 
products are defined over A. 
DEFINITION 2.1. A partition is a sequence of positive integers 
2 = (A,, . . . . 2,) such that 1, > IV2  2 Ay. The weight of I is defined to be 
2, + A, + ... + &,, and denoted by \A[. To each partition 1 we associate its 
transposed partition x = (x, , . . . . x,), where 1, is the number of A, such that 
I, 3 k. We introduce the lexicographic order to set of partitions; i.e., for 
two partitions 2 = (A,, . . . . A4) and p = (p,, . . . . pr), we say that A is higher 
than p and write i > p if there exists i such that Ak = pk for all k < i and 
Ai ’ c1,, where A4+,=aqt2= ... =0 and p,+,=~~+~= ... =O. I>p 
would mean 1)~ or I =p. 
DEFINITION 2.2. Let F be a finite free A-module and k a non-negative 
integer. We denote the kth exterior and symmetric modules of F by 
Ak F and Sk F, respectively. Further, we define A F= @ka0 Ak F and 
SF= Ok>,, S,F. Then, they become Hopf algebras with the multiplica- 
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tions +Z and the comultiplications A. (m is defined as usual and A is 
induced by the diagonalization. Note that S,F and Ak F are polynomial 
GL(F)-modules; moreover, PZ and A are morphisms of GL(F)-modules.) 
For c( = (a,, . . . . ay) a sequence of non-negative integers, we denote 
by A, F and S, F the tensor products A”’ FQ ... @A\OLq F and 
S,, F@ ... @ S,F, respectively. (Note that SF is a polynomial ring over A 
with rank(F) variables.) 
For a partition A= (A,, . . . . A,), let (a,) be a (q x A,)-matrix over the 
integers Z such that av= 1 when 
consider the GL(F)-morphisms 
A, F= A”’ F@ 
(A”” FQ . . . Q A”‘il F) Q 
(S,,,FQ . . 0 S,,;,, F) 0 
(S,,,FQ ... QSay,F)Q 
S;F= Sx,F@ 
j<Ai, and a,i=O when j>;l;. Now 
. . . Q,j’.‘f’ 
I AQ ... QA 
. Q (/j\“q’F@ 
I 
‘.. Q(S,,FQ 
I 
. . . 0 (&, FQ 
I 
PRO ... Q)IN 
. Q SIi., F. 
. . 
. . . 
Q /jayi, F) 
0 Sagi, F) 
0 Say;, 0 
Here, the second map is induced by A”g F= SauF (recall that a0 = 0 or 1) 
and the third map is the permutation according to the index au. Denote 
this composite map by d,(F). 
DEFINITION 2.3 (Schur functors). Let L,F be Im(dj.(F)). L, is called the 
Schur functor of the partition A. (When A is a field of characteristic 0, L, F 
is an irreducible polynomial GL(F)-module of degree 111 corresponding to 
the partition A.) 
PROPOSITION 2.4 (Universal freeness of Schur functors, [2, 
Theorem 11.2.161). For any A, F, and A, L, F is a free A-module. If S is an 
A-algebra, then (LIF) @A S= L,(F@, S). 
DEFINITION 2.5. When si, s2, and k are positive integers such that 
k < s2, we have GL( F)-morphisms 
A sl+kFQ/\WkF ‘@‘, As1FQ/jkFQAs2--F~ A”’ F@ A”’ E 
This composite map is denoted by O,(F). 
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Moreover for c( = (~1,) . .. . clq) a sequence of positive integers, we define a 
GL(F)-morphism 
and denote it by O,(F). 
PROPOSITION 2.6 [2, Theorem 11.2.161. For any partition I, the 
following sequence of GL(F)-morphisms is exact: 
O- Im(O,(F))- A;. F- di’F’ L,F- 0. 
Let F and G be free A-modules and k a non-negative integer. Then 
S,(F@ G) is a polynomial GL(F) x GL(G)-module. When A is a field of 
characteristic 0, this is completely reducible, and decomposed as 
S,(F@G)= 1 L;,F@L,G. 
i: partition 
lj.l = k 
But over an arbitrary commutative ring A, such a decomposition may not 
exist in general. However, we can introduce a natural filtration of 
S,(F@G) such that its associated graded module is Cj,.part,,,j.,=k Lj.F@ 
L,G. This filtration is called Cauchy’s formula (cf. Proposition 2.9). In the 
rest of this section, we shall introduce Cauchy’s formula. 
DEFINITION 2.7. Let {f,, . . . . f,} and {g,, . . . . g,} be fixed free bases of F 
and G, respectively. For a positive integer t, we define a (GL(F) x GL(G))- 
morphism 
d: A’ F@ A’ G -+ S,( F@ G), 
where dsendsf,, A ... A f,,@g,, A ... A g,, to 
C (sgn a) (f,,,,,@ gj,) o . . . 3 (fi,,,jO gj,) 
otS, 
which is one of the t-minors of the (m x n)-matrix (fig g,). (G, is the 
symmetric group on { 1, 2, . . . . t }.) 
Let CI = (c(~, . .. . my) be a sequence of positive integers such that 
z1 + .. + cly = k. We define a (GL(F) x GL(G))-morphism 
@,: A, FQ /LG + S,(FQ G), 
4R1 124 Z-10 
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where, for ai E Aa’ F and b, E A”’ G (i = 1, . . . . q), @, sends (a, @ . . @ a4) @ 
(b,O ... Ob,) to d(a,Ob,)od(a,@6,)0 ... od(a,@b,). (“0” means the 
multiplication in S(F@ G).) 
DEFINITION 2.8. For a partition 1= (A,, . . . . &,) of weight k, we define 
(GL(F) x GL(G))-submodules M, and A?, of S,(F@ G) as 
A2;= 1 Im(@,), 
v:part. 
1~1 =k 
Y > i. 
where the sums are over the partitions such that the above conditions are 
satisfied. 
It is easy to see that Mj, 2 Qi. and A4 (l,,,.,l)= S,(F@G). So we have a 
natural filtration of S,(F@ G) induced by the lexicographic order on the 
set of partitions of weight k: 
Cauchy’s formula is this obtained as above. 
PROPOSITION 2.9 [2, Theorem 111.1.41. For each partition il of weight k, 
there exists an isomorphism of (GL(F) x GL(G))-modules, 
kin/k, 2: L,FQ L,G, 
such that the following diagram is commutative: 
(p j. is the projection). 
Remark 2.10. The following exact sequence is derived from the univer- 
sal freeness of LIF and L,G (cf. Proposition 2.4 and 2.6): 
0- (Im(O,(F))QA\,G+A,FQIm(O,(G)))- Ai FQA, G 
Q(F)@4(G) e L,F@ L,G- 0. 
Hence, Ker(p, 0 ~j.) = Im( 0 j.(F)) @AA G + Ai F@ Im( 0 ,(G)) is satisfied 
for any A. 
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3. SOME LEMMATA 
With F, G, m, n, fi, gj as before, it is easy to see that the set 
{f,, A ..’ A f,,og,, A ..’ A gspI lgt,< . ..<t.<m, 
1 <s,< ... <s,<n} 
is the standard basis of A” F@ Ap G for any positive integer p. We 
regard f,, A . . . A fr,@ g,r, A . . . A g, as a symbol representing the 
p-minor d(f,, A . . . A f+,@ g,, A . . A g,) of the matrix (fi@ g,). (cf. 
Definition 2.7.). 
DEFINITION 3.1. We denote by Z,(F@ G) the ideal generated by all 
p-minors of (fif,o 8,). Then, the following sequence is exact: 
(A” F@/jp G)@S(F@G)- S(F@G) 
- S(F@ G)/Zp(F@ G) - 0. 
We denote mo (d@ 1) by A. (Since Ap F@Ap G is a free A-module, 
(ApF@Ap G)@ S(FO G) has the structure of a free S(F@ G)-module. 
Therefore Ker(.A’) is the relation module of Z,(F@G). Note that Ker(A) 
is a graded S(F@ G)-module.) 
Moreover, we define A$,~ 
(A” F@/jP G)@S,(FOG)- S,+,(F@G). 
We say that each element of Ker(A$,) is a relation of degree r on p-minors 
of (“f-i 0 Si). 
DEFINITION 3.2. We call the following two types of degree 1 relations 
“type I” and “type II”, respectively: 
Type I. Let Y = ( y,,) be a (p x (p + 1 ))-submatrix of (fi 0 gj). 
Choosing an arbitrary row of Y, attach this row to Y itself as the first row. 
Letting Z = (z~,,) be this new ((p + 1) x (p + 1))-matrix (i.e., if one chooses 
the tth row of Y, Z= (z~,,) is defined to be zlh =y,, and .zk+i,,= y,, for 
k = 1, . . . . p and h = 1, . . . . p + l), expand det(2) along this first row. It is easy 
to see that this operation gives us a relation of degree 1 on p-minors of 
(f,@ g,). Similarly, taking a ((p + 1) xp)-submatrix, exchange the roles of 
rows and columns. Then, the operation as above gives us another relation 
of degree 1. Relations of type I are those obtained as above. 
Type II. Let W be a ((p+ 1) x (p+ 1))~submatrix of (fif,o gj). The 
difference of a column expansion and a row expansion of det( W) gives us 
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a relation of degree 1 on p-minors of (f,@ g,). Relations of type II are 
those obtained in this way. 
We shall prove that the first syzygies of determinantal ideals are 
generated by relations of type I and type II; i.e., Ker(A!) is generated over 
S(F@ G) by the relations of type I and type II contained in Ker(A$,). 
(Note that Ker(A?‘) = OrbI Ker(A,,.).) 
LEMMA 3.3. Any degree 1 relation is described in the form of a linear 
combination of relations of type I and type II. 
Proof: First of all, we shall define another gradation of S(F@ G) which 
is used only in this proof. 
To each monomial 
belonging to S,(F@ G) we associate m + n non-negative integers (a,, . . . . a,,,; 
b i, . . . . b,), where ak is the number of i, equal to k, and 6, is the number 
of j, equal to k. It is easy to see that this gives us a gradation of S(FC3 G). 
Note that any minor of (f, @ gj) is homogeneous under this gradation. 
We now start to prove this lemma. Take 1, X0 @ a,, E Ker(A$, i), where 
X, E Ap F@ AP G is a symbol of a p-minor and a, E S,(F@ G) for each cr. 
By definition, C, d(X,) 0 a, = 0. Here, decompose C, d(X,) 0 a, to 
homogeneous components under the new gradation. (For any 0, d(X,) 0 a, 
is homogeneous under this gradation.) Suppose that we get the decomposi- 
tion 
Here, the set (01 is equal to uj{cri}. Because C,X,@a,= 
Ci CC, x,, 0 a,) and C, 4X,,) 0 a,, = 0 for all i, we have only to show that 
each x0, XC,@ a, is described in the form of a linear combination of the 
relations of type I and type II. Since C,, d(X,,) 0 a, is homogeneous under 
this gradation, we can find a ((p + 1) x (p + 1))-submatrix of (f,@ gj) 
which contains all variables in x0, d(X,J 0 arr,. 
Therefore, in order to prove this lemma, we may assume that rank(F) = 
rank(G) =p + 1. In this case, by Gulliksen-Negbrd [6], we have a minimal 
free resolution of S(F@ G)/Z,(F@ G), where modules and boundary maps 
are explicitly written down. So it is easy to check that all relations on 
p-minors are generated by relations of type I and type II in this case. 
Q.E.D. 
In the rest of this section, we shall prove that the relations related to 
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Laplace expansions are contained in the relations generated by type I and 
type II. 
Let Y, pi, . . . . pP+ I, vl, . . . . v,,+ r be positive integers such that 
Pt Q ... GPPp+r and v, < ... <vptr. For each i and j, we define tJ:s and 
vii’s to be f,,‘s and g,,,‘s, respectively. Consider the ((p + r) x (p + r))-matrix 
(Ci@ rlj). 
First, we expand det(ci @ vi) along a row or a column, and denote this 
expansion by C, x, 0 u,, where, for each s, X, is a (p + r - 1)-minor of 
( ti 0 qj) and U, E S,(F@ G) is a monomial of degree 1. Second, expand 
each (p + r - l)-minor x, along a row or a column. Denote it by 
x, = Ck, xi, 0 vk,, where XL, is a (p + r -2)-minor of (5,@qj) and 
L’~,E S,(F@ G) is a monomial of degree 1, for each k,. Then det(<,@ q,) = 
c, (Ck, x;,o (% ’ uk, )). Third, expand each (p+ r- 2)-minor x;, along a 
row or a column. Repeat this operation r times. Thus we obtain 
det(5iOqj)=CoM’,0a,, where w, is a p-minor of ([i@qj) and 
u, E S,(F@ G) is a monomial of degree r for each O. For Y, E Ap F@ Ap G 
a symbol of W, (if M’, has the same rows or the same columns, then 
Yo=O), Jfp,, sends C,, Yo@aO to C,, w,~a,=det(~~@q~). From the 
beginning, repeat this process again by changing the method of expansion. 
Suppose that we obtain C, Z,Q b, anew, where Z,E Ap F@Ap G is a 
symbol of a p-minor, and b, E S,(F@ G) is a monomial of degree r for each 
z. Alp,, sends C, Z, 0 6, to det(c, 0 vi), too. So C, Y,, @ a, - C, Z, @ 6, is 
a relation of degree r on p-minors of (fj@ g,), i.e., CO Y,@ a, - 
C, Z, 0 b, E Ker(Ap,,). 
LEMMA 3.4. Such a relation C, Y, @ a, - C, Z, 0 b, is contained in the 
set of relations generated over S(FO G) by degree 1 relations. 
Proof. Let us prove this lemma by induction on r. It is obvious if r = 1 
(note that if the ((p + 1) x (p + 1))-matrix (g,@qi) has the same rows or 
the same columns, any type II relation of ({,@ vi) is a type I relation of 
(fi@ g,) or a trivial relation). So assume r >, 2. Then, we can take 
c, co& where YM~Ap+’ F@A p+’ G is a symbol of a (p+ 1)-minor 
and a: E S,_ ,(F@ G) is a monomial of degree r - 1 for each or, such that 
C, d(Y&)oa’, is obtained by expanding det(ti@ vi) r - 1 times as above 
and where d( I’;) = zI, d( Y,J o c,~ is an expansion along a row or a column 
for each c1 and C, Yn@ao =C, x1, Y,,@ c,=ou:, is satisfied ( Y,,eAP F@ 
/jP G and c,= E S,(F@ G) for each t,). In the same way, take & Zfl@ b;P 
and d(Zb) = LR d(Z,,) 0 erB 
satisfied. 
such that C,Z,Ob,=C,C,,Z,,Qe,,ob;, is 
Since A$+ l,r-, sends both 2, Y’, 0 a: and & Zg 0 bb to det(ti@ qj), 
C, YL @ a; - & Zg @ bb is a relation of degree r - 1 on (p + 1)-minors of 
(,fi@ gj). By induction on r, it is contained in the relations generated over 
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S(FQ G) by degree 1 relations on (p + l)-minors; i.e., we have the decom- 
position 
c Y&Qa&--~Z~Qb~=~(~ WskQdsk)ohk, 
a B k Sk 
where Wa,‘s are symbols of (p + 1 )-minors of (fi Q g,.) and dst’s and h,‘s 
are homogeneous polynomials of degrees 1 and r -2 respectively, and 
& W,, Q da, is a relation of degree 1 on (p + I)-minors of (fjQ g,) for 
each k. 
Let d( Y;) = CsD d( Ysa) 0 c,~ and d(Z@) = &. d(Z,,) 0 esp be expansions 
along their first row. Then 
11 Y,~Qc,~oa:-~~Z,,Qe,,ob~ 
a -%I s 
is a relation of degree r on p-minors. Then we have 
Z,, 0 et, - 1 Z,, 0 esp 0 4. 
B 'P v > 
Note that both Cr, Y,? 0 c,~ - Cs, Ysm 0 es, and Clp Z,, 0 etB - Csg Z,, 0 tlsa 
are relations of degree 1 on p-minors of (f,Q gi) for all a and j?. Hence, in 
order to prove this lemma, we have only to show that 
cc Y,~Qc,oah-~~Z,,Qe,pobb, 
a s. s 
is contained in the relations generated over S(FQ G) by relations of degree 
1. Let 4 Ws,) = C, 4 Wsk,Jo u6k,4 be the expansion along the first row for 
each k. Then we have 
cc Y,Oc,oak-~~Z,,Qe,pob:, 
UC s. 
=x(cx ~s~,q~%,q”‘t+~~~ 
k Sk 4 
So, it suffices to show that & & W,,,Q u~~,~ 0 dak is contained in the 
relations generated over S(FQ G) by relations of degree 1 for all k. 
Consequently we have only to prove the next claim: 
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Claim. Let Ca W, @ d;, be a relation of degree 1 on (p + 1 )-minors of 
(hfio g,), where W, E A,,,1 F@ Ap+’ G is a symbol of a (p + 1)-minor of 
(f,@ gj) and d, is a homogeneous polynomial of degree 1 for each 6. For 
d( W,) = C, d( W,,,) 0 u~,~, an expansion along a row or a column for each 
6, x6 C, Wd,q @ u&,~ 0 d6 is a relation of degree 2 on p-minors. Then, this is 
contained in the relations generated by relations of degree 1. 
(By the same argument as above, when we prove this claim, we may 
expand each d( W,) along any row or any column we like, because the 
difference is contained in the relations generated by degree 1 relations.) 
We now prove this claim. By Lemma 3.3, Ca W,@ ds is a linear com- 
bination over A of relations of type I and type II. So, we have only to show 
this claim when x6 W, 0 ds is of type I or type II. 
First, suppose that Cd W, 0 dd is of type I. With no loss of generality, we 
may assume that rank(F) =p + 2 and rank(G) =p + 1. Moreover, attaching 
the first column of (f,@ gi) to (f,@ g,) itself as the first column of the new 
((p + 2) x (p + 2))-matrix, we let Ca W6@ d6 be the expansion of this 
((p + 2) x (p + 2))-matrix along the first column, i.e., 
Pf2 
1 W,Odg= 1 (f, A .t Afp+2081 A ... A &,I) 
o~w)"+l(fkogl)l 
(f, A .t. Afp+2meansfi A ." Afk--l Afk+l A ... Af,,,). 
We shall expand each d(fi A .“. AfP+2@g1 A . . . r\g,+,) along the 
first column. Then we have 
~~Wa,,Qu,q4= c (fi A '? AfP+2@g2 A ... Agg,+,) 
6 4 IGr<k<p+2 
Q((-l)k+f(fkQgl)O(frQgl)} 
+ c (f,* :.+ Af,+,@g,A ... Ag,,,) 
l<kcrGp+2 
@{(-l)k+r+l (fk&+‘(f,@&)) 
= 0 (trivial relation). 
Obviously it is generated by degree 1 relations. 
Second, suppose that Ca W, @ ds is of type II. In this case, we may 
assume that both rank(F) and rank(G) are p + 2, and x6 W, @ ds is the 
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difference between the expansion of (J.f,o gi) along the first row and 
expansion of (fifio g,) along the first column, i.e., 
P+2 k 
c W,Qd;,= c (fin ... ~fp+zOg, A .". A gp+J 
6 k=2 
@ {(-l)k+‘(fl @Sk,} 
P+2 
- c (fi A i *fp+zQg2 A ... * &+2) 
r=2 
the 
We shall expand each d(f2 A ... A ji+2@g, A .&. A gP+2) along the first I 
column, and each d(f, A .!. *fp+2Qg2 A ..’ A gp+2) along the first 
row. Then we have 
r=2 k=2 
Q {(-l)‘+k+l (fi@gkb(fr@&)} 
p+2p+2 r 5 
- c 2 (f2 A .“. “fp+2Q& A .“. A gp+2) 
s=2 1=2 
Q{(4)““” (flo&)~(ftog,)l 
= 0 (trivial relation). 
We have completed the proof of the Claim and of Lemma 3.4. Q.E.D. 
4. THE FIRST SYZYGIES OF DETERMINANTAL IDEALS (SPECIAL CASE) 
With notation as above, let p = (p +s,, s2, . . . . s,) be a sequence of 
non-negative integers such that s1 2 0 and Cj= 1 sj = r. 
DEFINITION 4.1. We define the maps 19;, 2&, Jtp,s,,r, and 8@ as 
(1) e;:A,FQA\,G+(A p+s’ F @ /jp+‘, G) @ S,_,,(F @ G). 
0; sends (a, 0 .. . Oat) 0 (b, 0 ..’ Qb,) E A, F 0 A, G to (a, Oh) 
Q (d(a2@b,)o ... od(a,@b,)) E (A”+“‘F 0 /jp+“‘G) 0 S,-,,(F@G), 
where a, ~/j~+‘l F, b, E Ap+” G, ai E A”’ F, and 6, E A”’ G for i = 2, .,,, t. 
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(2) c!&,: ,p+“,,,P+s’ G + (A” FQ A” G) 0 S,,(F@ G). 
%,.v sends f,, A '.' A f<,+,, @ g,, A ... A gdp+,L (Cl < ... <C,+,v, and 
d, < .'. <dp+,,) contained in AJ’+‘l F@ Ap+\l G to 
where the sum is over the permutations CJ such that a( 1) < . < o(p) and 
a(p+ 1) < ... < o(p+s,) are satisfied. (Note that 0; is a (GL(F) x 
GL(G))-morphism, but Yp,s, is not so. In fact, -I?~,~, depends on the choice 
of basis of F and G.) 
(3) JC;,~,,~: (A”+” F @ /jp+” G) @ S,_,,(F @ G) -+ (A” F @ 
A” G) 0 S,(FQG). 
-4; s, r , , is defined to be the composite map (10 PX) 0 (Yp,,, @ 1). 
(4) 8,: /j,F@/j\,G+(ApF@/jpG)C3S(F@G). 
0, is defined to be the composite map A’,,,,,, 0 0;‘. 
Remark 4.2. The composite map J&&O 0, is equal to QP (cf. Delini- 
tion 2.7). 
Now we shall prove that all relations on p-minors of the (m x n)-matrix 
(f, @ g,) are generated over S(F@ G) by relations of degree 1. If p = 1, this 
is obvious by the Koszul complex. Hence, assume p >, 2. 
DEFINITION 4.3. We denote by 9 the S(F@ G)-submodule of Ker(A’) 
generated by the elements of Ker(A$,). 
We show that 9 = Ker(A). Since Ker(A) is a graded S(F0 G)-module, 
it suffices to show that all homogeneous relations in Ker(A) are contained 
in B. 
THEOREM 4.4. When 1 d r < p, Ker(J$,) is contained in 9. 
Proof: (In this proof we will use the assumption 1 < r <p at only one 
point. So when we prove the general case in Section 5, we have only to 
improve that point.) 
Let x:, A’,,@ a, be a given relation of degree r on p-minors, i.e., 
C, X, 0 a, E Ker(A$,), where Xn’s are symbols of p-minors, and a,‘s are 
homogeneous polynomials of degree r. 
Let A = (p, 1, . . . . 1) be a partition of weight p + r. Since 0;. is surjective, 
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there exists T E Ai. F@ Aj. G such that B,(T) = C, X, @ a,. Then we have 
the commutative diagram 
L,FQ LiG - (IpV’O WI,+ r/%.> 
where (Z,(f’Q G)), + r is the homogeneous component of Z,(FQG) of 
degree p+ r (note that (ZJFQ G)),,, = Al,). Since Mp,,(C, X,@a,) =O, 
pn o A&O B,(T) = 0. So by Proposition 2.9 and Remark 4.2, we get 
(dn(F)@d,(G))(T) =O. Hence, T is contained in Im(13r(F))@~\i, G+ 
An FQ Im( Cl,(G)) by Remark 2.10. Rewrite T in the form of 
Im( 0 ,(F)) @ Ai G + Ai FQ Im( 0 ,(G)), and suppose that we have 
T = & T,. (Note that & 8,(TB) = C, X0 0 a,.) 
First, suppose 
T, E Im(Ap FQ FQ “. QFQ/\‘FQA’FQFQ ... QF+&F)Q&G. 
We define I and J as 
I= (f,, A ‘.. A f,,)Q&Q .” Qfb, 
Q(fc, A fc,)Q 1 Qfb,+,Q ... Qfb, 
eApFQFQ -.QFQ/j*FQ/j’FQFQ . ..QF. 
J=(g,, A ... A g+)Qge,Q ‘.‘Qge,eA,G. 
Assume that T, = (0 n(F))(I) Q J E Ai FQ Ai G, i.e., 
T,= ((f,, A ... A f,,)Qfb,Q ... Qfb, 
Q(fc,Qfc,-fc,Qfc,)Qf,,+,Q ... QfdQJ. 
Then we have 
6,(TB)=(fal A ... Af&Q&, A ... A Lip) 
0 {d(fc, A fc,Q g,+, A ge,+, )o(ft,,Qgel)” ... o(fb,Qge,) 
o(ft,,+3Qge,+Jo ... 4fiQge,)>. 
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Let A’ = (p, 2, 1, . . . . 1) be a partition of weight p + r. (Since p > 2, it is a 
partition certainly.) Note that A’ is higher than 1, under the lexicographic 
order. We define I’ and J’ as 
J’= (gc,, A ... * g&3k,+, * g,,,,) 
0 g,, 0 . . 0 $7, 0 g,,,, 0 . 0 g, E AA, G. 
Then, it is easy to see that 13~~ (I’ Q J’) = B,(T,). Thus, we can reduce T, 
related to A to I’ Q J’ related to A’, which is higher than A under the 
lexicographic order. 
Second, suppose 
We define D and B as 
D= CL, A ... A f,,+,)OIOf~zO ... Of,, 
~/j~+l FQA’FQFQ ... QF, 
B= kd, * . . . * &+I 0 g,, 0 . . 0 g, E Ai G, 
where a, < ... <a,+, andd,< ... -cdk<e,<dk,,< ... cd,. Weassume 
that T, = ( 0 ,(F))(D) Q B, i.e., 
P+l 
T,= 1 6W'+'-'(fa, A ? ~f,,+,)Q.f,,Qf~~Q . ..fb.QB. 
i=l 
Then, we have 
P+l 
B,(T,)= 1 (-l)p+‘-i(f,, A ? /\ f,,+,Qg,, A ... * b?fJ 
i=l 
Q((f,,Qg,,)~(f~zQg,,)” ... o(f+Q~e-,)) 
( 
P+l 
,(-l)p+k ig, (- lY+k+l(fa, A .? A fa,+, 
0 g,, * . . . * gc,J 0 (fa, 0 geJ 
> 
0 (fi Q ge,) o . . o (fb, Q ge,) 
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=(-l)p+k 
i 
,i, (-w+i+‘(fa, A ... /Qp 
+(-l)“+k(f,, A ‘.. Affa,@gd, A “’ A g,)@(f,,+,@ge,) 
P 
+ c (-l)“+i(f,,A ... Affu, 
r=k+l 
@ gd, A ..’ A g, A g,, A g,,, A “. A g,)@(f,,+,@gdg) 
o(fb2C3ge2)~ ... ~(fh,Og,,) (module 9). 
Let 2’ = (p+ 1, 1, . . . . 1) be a partition of weight p + r. Note that %” > 1. 
Further, we define D’ and B’ as 
D’=(f,, A ... A&+, ) Of& . . . O.fb, E /Ii.,, F, 
Then 8,..((-1)P+kD’@B’)-BI,(TB) (moduloB) in ApF@I\PG@ 
S,(F@ G). Thus, by adding a certain element of 9, we can reduce T, 
related to 1 to (- 1) p+ kD’ 0 B’ related to A” which is higher than I under 
the lexicographic order. 
In the same way, for all fi, we can reduce T, related to I to elements 
related to partitions of weight p + r which are higher than i under the 
lexicographic order, by adding certain elements of 9. 
In this way, by adding a certain element of 92, we reduce a given relation 
related to partitions of weight p + Y to a relation related to higher parti- 
tions of weight p + r. Consider the following two cases. 
Case I. We assume that 1, X, @ a, E Im(8,,+ ,,) (modulo a), i.e., there 
exists CE/~~~+~) F@&p+rj G such that 
0 (p+r,(C)=~X,@a, (modulo.9). 
0 
Note that (p + r) is the highest partition of weight p + r. 
Consider the maps 
A (p+ r) FO At, + r) G-/jpF@/jPG@S,(F@G) 
-f% S,+,(F@G). 
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By the definition of C, Ap.r~13(p+r, (C) = 0. Moreover, by Remark 4.2 and 
Proposition 2.9, 
Since ~,,+r,(F)Q4,+,~ (G) is injective in this case, C = 0. Consequently, 
x0 X, @ a, E .%? in this case. 
Cnse II. Assume the contrary to Case I. Let A,, . . . . 1, be partitions of 
weight p+r such that A,> ... > iq > i, under the lexicographic order. 
We assume that there exist T,; for i = 1, . . . . q such that E0 X,@a, = 
Cg=i 8j,,(T,,)(modulo.%).Let&=(p+s,,s, ,..., s,).SinceA,>l=(p, l,..., l), 
s, 30. If t = 1, It, is equal to (p + Y). Hence, by the assumption that the 
conditon of Case II holds, we may assume t 3 2. 
Consider the commutative diagram 
Since C’= i O,,(TA,) is a relation of degree r on p-minors, &&(I:= i Qii(Tni)) 
= 0. Because &&00,~ = fDii for all li, I;=, Qili(Tli) = 0. Further, by the 
definition of a,,, Cyr: ~,i(T,i) is contained in &j.q. Hence, ~i,(TI,) is 
contained in Mlq, too. Then 
Hence TA, is contained in Im(O,q(F))@Ai,G+&, F@Im(Oiq(G)). 
Rewrite T1, in the form of Im(O ,p(F))@//\rig G+ Ai, F@Im(Ur,(G)), and 
suppose that we have TAP = C, T,. (Note that C, QI.I(TY = ei9(T1,).) 
First, suppose 
Ty~Im(AP+S1 F@A.'2+°F@As)-VF 
0 A"" FO ... O/j"'F+ A;., F)@ A;., G, 
where 1 <u <s, (when t=2, it does not occur). We denote (p+s,, s2, s3) 
and (So, . . . . s,) by pi and p2, respectively. And we define I,, I,, J,, Jz as 
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I, =(L, A ... kfi7p+,,Nw-h, A ... A fb,2+L) 
@ (fc,,, A . . . A ~,,,)E~~~~'F~~~~+~F~~~'~~F, 
J,=k,, A ... A gdp+@(&, * ... A ge.v2) 
@ (gh, A .. A g/z,,) E A,, G, 
1, E A,, f-2 
JNI,,G. 
Assume T, = (Cl ,#(F))(I, @I,) 0 J, 0 J, E Ai., F@ Aj., G. Then, we have 
KJT,)=(fa, A ... ” fa,v+J,@ gd, * ... A gd,e,,) 
0 c (sgn 71) 
nE%*+” 
n(l)< .” <:(s2) 
n(sz+l)< ,.. -zn(32+0) 
* d(h,,,, A . . . A f& @ ge, A . . . A gq2) 
*d(f~,,,2+,, A ..' A .fi,,,2+,j A fc,., A ... A .fc, 
@ gh, A ... A gh,,)"(@(r#Z@J2)) 
= (fa, A . . . A fap+.t, @ gd, A '. . A &i,,+,,) 
0 c (%nt)(fh, A ... A&+c 
TEGs, 
T(l)< ‘.. <T(U) 
r(u+l)4 ... <T(S)) 
@ ge, A . . . A geq A gh,,,, A . . A g,+)) 
~d(fcL+, A ... A fc,,@ gh,(,+,, A ... A &,r3)) 
+,,U,OJ,)). 
Let p’ be (p + sl, s2 + u, s3 - u, sq, . . . . s,). Note that this may not be a 
partition. We define I” and J” as 
I” = I,0 1, E A,, F, 
J” = c (%n t).(gd, A ‘.. A gdp+.r,) 
TECs, 
T(l)< ... <T(O) 
T(u+l)< ... <?(Sj) 
@ k, A . . . A .& A g/zr,,, A . . . A &,“j) 
Q (&,+ 1, A . . A gh,(,3,) 63 J2 E A,, G. 
Then, it is easy to see fl’+!Ty) = $(I” 8 J”). Because Np,s,,r 0 fl;, = 19~~ and 
Jf p,s,,r 0Oj,, = Or, (cf. Defmltlon 4.1), OAq(T,,) =O,,(I” 0 J”) is satisfied. By our 
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assumption 1 6 r <p, we can make a partition by permuting the elements 
of p’ without moving the first element p + si. Denote by p this new parti- 
tion. Then p is higher than A, under the lexicographic order. It is easy to 
check that there exists T; E A, F@ &, G such that 
O,(T;,) = $(I” 0,“) = f&(TY). 
Thus, we can reduce T, related to &, to T;, related to p which is a partition 
of weight p + r and higher than A,, under the lexicographic order. (In this 
proof, we use the assumption 1 6 r dp only at this point.) 
Second, suppose 
T,EIm(I\P’“lf” FQ/j\“*-” F@/j\“‘F@ ... QAs’F-+AngF)QA\lqG, 
where 1 < u < s2. We denote (p + si, s2) and (sj, .,., s,) by p3 and pd respec- 
tively, and define D, , D,, B, and B, as 
&=(a, A ... A gp+s,)@(&, A ... A g&A& 
D, E A,, 6 
B, E A,, G> 
where a,< ... caP+s,+L’, b,+,< ... <bsz, d,< . . . <dpts,, e,< . . . <es,. 
We assume that T, = ( 0 ,,,(F))(D, 0 D2) 0 (B, @ B2). Then we have 
Kg&J = c (sgn ~1 
nc$+r,+u 
n(l)< ... <n(p+s,) 
n(p+s1+l)c ‘--<n(p+s,+u) 
. (fan,,, A . . . A farcp+s,) @ gci, A . . . A &,,+,,) 
Qd(f&+s,+,, A .” A f”n,p+s,+,, A fb,,,, A “. A fb,, 
@ &, A . . . A se,,) o l@JDz 0 W) 
= 
c (93 z 1 c (en n) 
TfGS2 nE$+s,+u 
?(I)< ... <CT(U) 
T(l) + I ) < < Qs*) 
n(l)< ‘(. <n(p+s,) 
n(p+.sl+l)< “‘<n(p+s,+U) 
.&,I, A ‘.. A f&+s,)@gd, A ... A &ip+sl) 
@d(fa,(p+t,+~, A ... A f&+s,+v,@ g,,,, A ... A ge,,,)) 
’ d(fb, + I * . ’ A fb,, @ g,,,,+ 1) A . A &z,,2,) 
0 (@,,,(D,O Bz)). 
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Bj.q(T;.) is obtained by expanding each 
(.L,,, A “’ A,fUn,r+,,lOgd, A .‘. A g,/ L 1 P ‘L 
from the (p + 1 )st row to the last row. For each T contained in G>2, we 
define E, as 
E,= c (sgn n) . K,,,, A * .f,,,,+,,, 
ntqf*q+t 
n(l)< ... <n(p+.,,J 
Then, we get 
ZZ c (en 5) ~d+;.r,..,,+lr(ET) 
rEt,Z 
T(l)< .. <*(I-, 
r,v+ I,< ... <r(.,:J 
By the definition of A$,.,,,, +c‘ (cf. Definition 4.1), we have 
Let k, d ,.. <k,+,s,+, be positive integers such that 
Rkl A ... A gkl,+s,+r=E’gd, A ‘.. A gd,,_,l A g,,,, A “’ A g,,t, 
is satisfied (E = +_ 1). Then, it is easy to see that ~J~~,~,..~,+~(E~) is obtained 
when we expand 
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along the columns corresponding to g,r,,,, gr,,2j, . . . . g,,,, at first, and second 
expand each (p + s,)-minor from the (p + l)st row to the last row. By 
adding a certain element of $9, we may replace it by the Laplace expansion 
of M along the last S, + v rows by Lemma 3.4. 
Let v’ be (p + s1 + v, s2 - v, sj, . . . . s,). Note that this may not be a parti- 
tion. By the argument as above, it is easy to check that there exists 
TS. E A,,, F@ AL,. G such that O,(TI,) = BJT,:) (modulo 9). We can make a 
partition by permuting the elements of v’ without moving the first element 
p + S, + v. Denote by v this new partition. Then v is higher than A4. 
Further, it is obvious that there exists T.: E A,, F@/\,, G such that 
O,(T.l:) = O,.(Tl,) E I~,~(T,.) (modulo g). Consequently, by adding a certain 
element of 9, we can reduce T, related to 2, to T.1: related to v, which is 
a partition of weight p + r and higher than As under the lexicographic 
order. 
In the same way, by adding a certain element of 9, we can reduce all T, 
related to I., to elements related to partitions of weight p + r which are 
higher than A,, under the lexicographic order. 
By the arguments above, it is easy to see that there exist partitions 
q,, v2, . . . . q, and T,i E A,i FO & G for each i such that v1 > .. > q, > ,I,, 
and C, X, 0 a, E Cl= r O,,(TVi) (module 9). 
Until the conditions in Case I happen, we have only to repeat the opera- 
tion as above, because the set of partitions of weight p + r is finite. 
Q.E.D. 
The following corollary is immediate from Theorem 4.4.: 
COROLLARY 4.5. Let n und R he arbitrary p-minors of the matrix 
(,f,@ g,), and d and 69 symbols of IL and 8, respectively. Then, 
.nl@ 8 - 24 @ 0, is contained in 9’. 
5. THE FIRST SYZYGIES OF DETERMINANTAL IDEALS (GENERAL CASE) 
THEOREM 5.1. All relations on p-minors of (f,@ g,) are contained in 3’. 
Proof: Let C, X,Oa, be a given homogeneous relation of degree r on 
p-minors. We have only to prove that it is contained in W when r > p. 
We prove this theorem in the same way as Theorem 4.4. However, if the 
following circumstances occur, we have to improve those parts: 
Let P be (~+a, p+ b, So, sq, . . . . s,) such that b>a>O, 
p+a>s,3 ‘.. as, and a + (p + b) + sq + . + s, = r. Moreover, let 
&, = (ul, . . . . ok) be a partition of weight p + r, where or =p + a. There exist 
Tl, E &, F@ A, G and T;, E A;,, F@ A;, G such that B,JT,) = fI,(Ts,). 
481 124,2-II 
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We wish to reduce T, related to A, to elements related to partitions of 
weight p + r which are higher than 1, under the lexicographic order. But 
when we make a partition by permuting the elements of p, we must move 
the first element p + a. 
We denote (p + a, p + b) and (s3, . . . . s,) by cl and c2 respectively, and 
define K,, K,, L, and L, as 
K,=(f,., * ... cf,,+,)o(f~, * ... ~fdp+b)~A\i,F’ 
L, = he, * ... * gep+,)O(g~, A ... A g~p+b)EA\rl G, 
K, E AC, F, 
L, E A\i, G, 
Suppose TI, = (K, 0 K2) 0 (L, 0 L2) E A, F@ A, G. Then we have 
8,(T;) = c (w x) 
neGp+0 
n(l)< ... <n(p) 
n(p+l)c ... <n(p+o) 
. UC, A . . * * fcpo ge,(,) A . . .* k&,,) 
@4f,+, A ... ~fCp+o@ge,,p+,) * ... A ger,,+J 
4fi A ... kfid,+&h, A ... A g~p+J~(@c2(K~OLd 
= c (en 71) c (w T) ne$+. 
n(l)< ... <n(p) 
TEGp+h r(l)< ... <r(p) 
n(p+l)< “’ <n(p+o) r(p+l)< <r(p+b) 
. UC, * . . . * f@ tire,(,) * ‘. . * .s&,) 
04fcp+, * ... ~fcp+oOg’n(p+,I~ ... A &n,p+.,) 
’ d(fd, A . * * f@ g/z,,,, A . * A &,,,,) 
4fd,+, A ... ~f~~+o@g/r,(,+,, A ... A gh,,p+,,)~(~~I(KzOL2)). 
From Corollary 4.4, we have 
(A, * . . . * fcpO &,(,, * . .' A sL& 
0 d(fdl A . . A fdpO &r/a,(,) * .. * &(J 
= (j-d, A * . . A f@ g,x,,, * . . . * &,,) 
@d(f,, A ... A &,O ge,,ll A ... A &,,) (module 9) 
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for any rr and t. Hence, we have 
O,(T;) 5 c (sgn n) c (en z) 
ns$J+O 
Z(l)< ... <n(p) 
TE$ib 
S(l)< ... c?(p) 
n(p+l)-c “. <n(p+a) r(p+l)< <r(p+b) 
. (fd] * . . . * fd,O !Th,,,) * . . . A g/& 
Od(fci,,+, * ... *fdp+bOghr(p+l)~ ... A &,p+h)) 
0 d(fc, A . . A &O gen,,, A . . . A gercp,) 
4f,+, A ... * f,+.O ge,,,q+,, A ... A gencp+o,) 
0 (Qi2(K, OL,)) (modulo 9). 
We define K; and L; as 
K;=(fc,, * ... Afdp+,) 
Q(g,, A ... A g,p+,)~/jp+bGQAP+aG. 
Let C be (p+6, ~+a, sl, . . . . s4). It is certainly a partition. Then 
Ol.JTY) = f3,(TI,) = O&K; 0 K2 0 L; 0 L2) (modulo 9). Further, c is higher 
than A,, under the lexicographic order. In this way, by adding a certain 
element of W, we can reduce T, related to A,, to K; @ K, 0 L; 0 L2 related 
to c which is a partition of weight p+ r and higher than Aq under the 
lexicographic order. We have completed the proof. Q.E.D. 
Remark 5.2. We know that X< --) Xf + S of Xp (cf. [l, Remark 3.191) 
is exact by Theorem 5.1. 
Let J, be the ideal of S(F) generated by p-minors of the generic sym- 
metric matrix (fio&). By the same idea as above, choosing the suitable 
standard minimal basis of J,, we can show that the first syzygies of J, are 
generated by their degree 1 relations, too. 
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